Half Moon Waxing, July 2011 – An Unbinding Spell
What is the Moon if not a path? Every journey we take starts with the Moon. What does it need? To bring
me to my becoming I journey on the Moon.
Phasing in and phasing out, satisfied now or satisfied no…. Deep inside. Maybe it’s all Moon.
Whatever the work we need to do, Saturn is our friendly helper to see to it that we do that. And Saturn works
with the Moon… are we working out how to not be triggered? Saturn kindly finds triggers so that you can
really get to know what it means to be strong. Maybe we’re working with something from the parental
sphere. Saturn is happy to guide you in the circle away from them and back into acceptance of them.
Saturn has pockets full of tricks. The Moon asks for them.
There is so much Moon today! So much Moon and so much Saturn! The Half Moon Waxing is tonight at 11:30
pm here in the Pacific Northwest. The waxing half always brings Saturn’s touch, but tonight we basically get a
hug from him. The Moon is conjuncting Saturn in Libra. The journey towards the power of WE, from the place
of wondering about ME.
The Moon in Libra is talking to us about our worth, helping us make those second chakra journeys we most
need to make. Saturn in Libra is talking to us about our ability to change, it’s saying that we’re at the end of all
the old roads. Together they’re working us from dreaming into creating. The experience of making it happen.
The experience of failing. Success means being willing to see what it’s like.
This combination is all about having permission to go forward without going anywhere. To “gladly do for the
whole human race that which I must do.” Which is to change, right where you are, right now, in this moment
in this world. To know your power over matter.
The Pleiadian Symbol for the Moon tonight is “At the shore a flight of stairs disappearing into the water.”
Taking any journey is always an emotional risk – imagine all the reasons for not going. Still you know, if you
weren’t supposed to take those stairs, you would never have ended up on them.
The Pleiadian Symbol for Saturn is “A holy man lecturing to a group of mountains.” The Fool! How can he be
so brazen? But look at the mountains! Those impossible impassible barriers we’ve been bouncing off of for
ever – what, they’re listening? They’re yielding to this mad saint’s fire?
What do you know? That wherever you focus your mind, you can go. Your journey has brought you to this
place over and again. Do not veer away any longer! You deserve to be heard, by the mightiest. It seems crazy
but imagine how insane it would be to stay on the loop.
The flight of stairs disappearing into the water is the feeling. The holy man is the guide.
Walk into yourself, and move mountains.
Love,

Jon

